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SmallRig  Gimbal  Shoulder  Strap KPAC2466

· Perfect shoulder strap for better carrying and operation of a gimbal
· Comes with 2 mini plates featuring 1/4”-20 screws to mount on a clamp, handgrip, plate or other gimbal accessories with 

1/4”-20 thread holes
· The strap length is adjustable with 160cm maximum length and 110cm minimum length
· The features memory foam inside of the ergonomic shoulder pad, brings a more comfortable carrying experience
· Rapid link Connectors allowing quick attachment/detachment of the gimbal strap

SmallRig Gimbal Shoulder Strap KPAC2466 is designed for better carrying and operation of a gimbal. It comes with 2 mini plates 
featuring 1/4”-20 screw to mount on a clamp, handgrip, plate or other gimbal accessories with 1/4”-20 thread holes, like SmallRig 
Mounting Clamp for DJI Ronin S Gimbal 2221, SmallRig Rod Clamp for Zhiyun Crane2/Crane V2 2119, and SmallRig Handgrip for DJI 
Ronin S BSS2314, etc., to finally attach the strap to a gimbal.

It can be worn as a sling, neck or shoulder strap. The strap features a dual-layer nylon webbing, and an ergonomic shoulder pad filled 
with memory foam which is thermo-compression formatted, helps relieve the pressures and pains on your shoulder and neck caused 
by longtime shooting and brings more comfortable carrying experience. The strap length is adjustable, the maximum length is 160cm 
and the minimum length is 110cm, to fit people with different sizes.

The unique Rapid Link system allows quick attachment/detachment of the gimbal strap and provides your gimbal a safer carrying way.

Note:
The gimbal strap must use together with a SmallRig clamp, handgrip, plate or other accessories for gimbals with 1/4”-20 thread holes, 
and those accessories are not included.

Compatibility:

· Universal gimbal shoulder strap

Package  Includes:

· 1 x gimbal strap
· 2 x mini plate
· 4 x Rapid Link Connector
· 1 x hex spanner

Specifications:

· Product Dimensions: 1600 x 65 x 5mm
· Net Weight: 190g

Material(s):

· Webbing: nylon
· Shoulder pad: memory foam, polyester
· Mini plate: aluminum

Beskrivelse:
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Specifikationer:

Producent Smallrig

Kategori Remme

Længde 160

Type rem Shoulder

Materiale Nylon

Bredde 65

Leverandør Focus Nordic *
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